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E DUCATION resource pack
Please Note:
This pack has been
edited down to include
activities for self initiated
study

A Wild in Art event delivered in partnership
with Durrell Wildlife Conservation Trust

section 5
Investigator

•
•
•
•

Finding out about Gorillas
and where they live in the
world.
Find out how much they eat a
day and what type of food they
eat.
Comparative measurements.
Investigate the cultures of the
countries gorillas are native to.

NATIONAL
CURRICULUM AND
IDEAS FOR LESSON
PLANS

Creating

•
•
•
•
•

Design your own gorilla trail.
Create a day in the life of a
gorilla through storytelling, poetry
or cartoon strip.
Design a gorilla enclosure for a
zoo.
Create a foreign-language
booklet for the Go Wild Gorilla
trail.
Visit Jersey Zoo to meet your
gorilla family.

Global Citizenship

•
•
•
•

Work together on painting your
sculpture.
Throw a launch party.
Grow food that our gorillas
eat and run an honesty box at
school to share your produce.
Host a ‘Go Wild Day’ as a
fundraiser for your gorilla.

Maths

•
•
•
•
•
•

Collect behavioural statistics by
recording what the gorillas do during a
visit to Jersey Zoo.
Investigate apes using the Ape index
score.
Calculate gorilla meals using our
nutrition table worksheet. see Section 10
– Links and additional resources
Use our geometry and coordinate
worksheets to move the gorillas. see
Section 10 – Links and additional
resources
Draw the symmetry of our gorilla faces.
see Section 10 – Links and additional
resources
Calculate measurements of the gorilla
enclosure. see Section 10 – Links and
additional resources.

English

•
•
•
•

Write articles or blogs to document and
share your project and sculpture trail.
Create a poem about what gorillas mean
to you.
Write a story called ‘A day in the life of
a gorilla’
Can you write a letter to persuade your
teachers, parents, influential opinion makers
or Politician’s to help save gorillas?

Geography

•
•

Investigate where gorillas are found in
the wild, what these countries are called
and what continent are they in?
Create a worldwide map showing where
gorillas are in zoos.

PRIMARY TOPIC WEB 2
– INDIVIDUAL SUBJECT
LINKS

Music, Dance and Drama

•
•

Research musical instruments from
the countries gorillas live in; can
you make something that sounds
similar?
Create a dance or drama piece
about a gorilla family.

History

•
•
•

Create a biography on Gerald Durrell.
Find out about Gerald Durrell and his
importance for saving animals.
Visit Jersey Zoo to learn about Gerald
Durrell, KS1(www.durrell.org/wildlife/
academy/teachers/)

Languages

•
•
•

Create a gorilla trail in a different
language.
What languages do the people
speak who live in the same
countries as gorillas?
Investigate how Gorillas
communicate.

Art and Design

•
•
•
•
•
•

Design and decorate your young gorilla
sculpture.
Investigate the patterns in nature around
your school, home or in the habitats of
gorillas.
Visit Jersey Zoo for Patterns in Nature,
KS2 (www.durrell.org/wildlife/academy/
teachers/),
Research artist Andy Goldsworthy and
create your own natural sculptures
about gorillas.
Have an artist visit your school.
Create a model enclosure for our new
gorilla house – share your ideas with us!

Science

•
•
•
•
•

Observe gorilla behaviours by visiting
Jersey Zoo.
Visit Jersey Zoo for our science
sessions for KS1 and KS2 (www.durrell.
org/wildlife/academy/teachers/),
Research gorilla evolution and how
we are related to them.
Investigate what is threatening
gorillas in the wild and think of ways
we can help save them.
Identify the gorilla bones using our
skeleton worksheet. see Section 10 –
Links and additional resources

Computing and Technology

•
•
•

Design and produce a booklet to
accompany your young gorilla as part of
the island wide trail.
Produce promotional materials for a
school exhibition documenting the
design and creation of your gorilla.
Create a short film clip using visuals and
interviews to document the creation of
your school’s young gorilla.

PSHE and Citizenship (or Eco Club)

•
•
•
•
•

Run a ‘Go Wild’ fundraising day or week.
Have a nature themed relaxation lunch break.
Research and compare our culture to the cultures
of people that live in regions that gorillas are
found.
Become a global citizen and think of ways we
can protect gorillas and their rainforest.
Create a local plan to get more people in
your community interested in gorillas and their
conservation.

Maths

•

•

Visit Jersey Zoo for a teaching
session on Animal Observations
(www.durrell.org/wildlife/
academy/teachers/), to collect
behavioural data and use
this create graphs, tables and
infographics.
Investigate apes using the Ape
index score.

English

•
•
•
•

Geography

•
•
•
•

Discover where gorillas are found in
the wild. Which countries are they
located in? How has physical and
human geography shaped gorilla
populations?
Create a world map illustrating gorilla
populations in zoos. Label the countries
and cities. Use www.dewarwildlife.
org/jrdavis-gorilla-studbook/ to locate
these organisations.
Visit Jersey Zoo for session:
Globalisations and Zoos (www.durrell.
org/wildlife/academy/teachers/).
Visit Jersey Zoo for session: Culture
and Wildlife. (www.durrell.org/wildlife/
academy/teachers/)

Write articles or blogs to document
and share your project and
sculpture trail.
Create a poem about what
Psychology
gorillas mean to you.
Visit Jersey Zoo for Animal
Write a story called ‘A day in the
Observations. Create an
life of a gorilla’
ethogram and record
Can you write a letter to persuade
behavioural data on
your teachers, parents, influential
gorilla behaviours.
opinion makers or Politician’s to
Read Jambo: A Gorilla’s
help save gorillas?
Story.

Business Studies

•
•

Explore the costs of designing, building
and maintaining an animal enclosure.
Research the budget and lifespan of
the gorilla house re-design.

•
•

SECONDARY TOPIC
WEB 3 – INDIVIDUAL
SUBJECT LINKS

Religious studies

•
•

Visit Jersey Zoo for a
Cultures and Wildlife
session. (www.durrell.
org/wildlife/academy/
teachers/)
Debate the concept of
fortress conservation see
Section 10 – Links and
additional resources in
creating protected areas
for gorillas.

Music, Dance and Drama

•

Research musical instruments
from the countries gorillas live
in; can you design and make a
replica?
Devise a dance or drama piece
about gorilla conservation.
Explore music from central
Foreign Languages
Africa. Hold a concert to
Create a gorilla trail in a
fundraise for your gorilla.
different language.
History
Which languages are spoken
Research the history of zoos in the UK
across the native gorilla range?
and what happened to them during
Investigate how gorillas
WW2.
communicate through body
Read about Gerald Durrell and his
language. Are there similarities
unique approach to saving animals. You
or differences between
can visit Jersey Zoo to learn about him
humans?
by booking a teaching session (www.
Visit Jersey Zoo and complete
durrell.org/wildlife/academy/teachers/).
our animal worksheets in French.

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Biology
Art and Design

•
•
•
•
•

Design and decorate your young gorilla
sculpture.
Investigate patterns in nature around your
school, home or in gorilla habitats.
Visit Jersey Zoo for the session Art and
Conservation (www.durrell.org/wildlife/
academy/teachers/).
Explore the zoo to sketch, photograph and
film our animals.
Work with a Go Wild Gorilla artist at your

school.

•

Observe gorilla behaviours by visiting
Jersey Zoo for the Animal Observation
session (www.durrell.org/wildlife/
academy/teachers/).
Research ape evolution and the links
between gorillas, humans and other
primates such as orangutans and
chimpanzees.
Investigate the threats to gorillas in the
wild. Consider ways we can help to save
them from extinction.
Research what gorilla conservationists are
in the field.

•
•
•

Media studies and Photography

Design Technology / Product Design

•
•
•

•

Research what user groups interact
within the zoo space and how their
needs differ, think: animal, keeper and
visitor.
Create a model enclosure for our new
gorilla house. Share your ideas with us!
Visit Jersey Zoo to undertake research
in our shop and café. Are there gaps in
the market or improvements to make?
Which products could be redesigned,
rebranded or introduced?

•
•
ICT

•
•

Computing and Technology

•
•
•

Visit Jersey Zoo to photograph our
amazing species, unique enclosures,
native wildlife and extensive green
spaces.
Explore techniques to capture animal
movement in the wild.
Develop you own Go Wild Gorilla trail as
a Blog, Vlog, or a set of marketing prints.

Design and produce a booklet to
accompany your young gorilla as part of
the island wide trail.
Produce promotional materials for a
school exhibition documenting the design
and creation of your gorilla.
Create a short film clip using visuals and
interviews to document the creation of
your school’s young gorilla.

•
•

Design and produce a booklet to
accompany your young gorilla as part of
the island wide trail.
Produce promotional materials and a
souvenir booklet for a school exhibition
documenting the design and creation of
your gorilla sculpture.
Create a short film clip, or Vlog, using
visuals and interviews to document the
creation of your school’s young gorilla.
Use coding to create a gorilla themed
game – share your creation with us!

Textiles and Food Technology
PSHE and Citizenship (or Eco Club)

•
•
•
•
•

Run a ‘Go Wild’ fundraising day or week.
Have a nature themed relaxation lunch or
snack break.
Identify key characteristics of culture in
Jersey. Can you find cultural similarities and
differences between Jersey and Central
African countries?
Become a global citizen and think of ways we
can protect gorillas and their rainforest.
Encourage your local community to take
an interest in gorilla conservation. You could
hold an event at your school or share your
knowledge in an assembly.

•
•
•
•

Access our gorilla diet sheet (see Section
10 – Links and additional resources) then
create a themed menu.
Learn about the countries that gorillas live
in and the food local people eat.
Investigate patterns in animal furs, scales
and skins. How they can be incorporated
into sustainable fashion?
Visit Jersey Zoo for Art and Conservation
(www.durrell.org/wildlife/academy/
teachers/), undertake primary research
with skins and furs to inspire and inform
your project.

Section 6 – Reading links

Here are some literacy-themed ideas you could
put into practice during the decoration of your
young gorilla sculpture.
This section will present examples of wonderful
books that we hope will inspire your students.
These books will help with gorilla related
learning and creative teaching across the
curriculum, and not forgetting the decoration
of your young gorilla sculpture.
These pictures books have been chosen
because there are fun, silly and a pleasure to
look at, just like our real gorillas. Picture books
like these are a great project focus and reading
them can link your students with gorillas and
Jersey Zoo.
For older readers we have selected a mixture of
novels.
PR I MARY R E ADIN G
Nursery, FS and KS1
Good Night, Gorilla. By Peddy Rathmann,
published by Heinemann. Available at
Jersey Library and Jersey Library Schools’
Section.

•

Follow the gorilla around the zoo as he gets up
to mischief as he shadows the night keeper.
Funny illustrations throughout and a perfect
book to base play activities around.

•

Little Beauty by Anthony Browne, published
by Walker Books Ltd. Available at Jersey
Library.

Follow the unlikely friendship between a gorilla
and a kitten showing us how compassionate
gorillas can be but also making us aware that
they are still wild animals even if they are in a
zoo.

•

I Dare You by Reece Wykes, published by
Goodreads. Available at Jersey Zoo shop.

Two bored gorillas decide to play a game of
dares, eating dares. How far can this go? This
funny picture book is perfect’s for children
who like to outsmart their friends. Beautifully
illustrated and funny cartoon drawing of these
gorilla antics.

KS2
Gorilla by Anthony Browne, published by
Goodreads. Available on Amazon.co.uk.

•

Hannah is gorilla mad, for her birthday, she asks
her father for a gorilla but is disappointed when
she discovers it’s a toy. In her dreams the toy
comes to life taking her on magical night-time
trip to the zoo.

•

Keeper by Gerald Durrell, published by
Michael O’Mara Books Ltd. Available at
Jersey Library.

A wonderfully illustrated story from our founder,
Gerald Durrell. Follow Keeper, the zoo dog, on
his daily routine as he visits his friends checking
everyone is okay and happy in their homes.
“Keeper shows how well he deserves his name
in a dramatic rescue – which is all the more
exciting because this is a true story.” This book
has everything from Gorillas to penguins and
tapirs. As Keeper visits each animal friend, he
learns some new facts about their lives in the
wild.
Non Fiction
Amazing Gorillas! Sarah L. Thomson, suitable
for ages 8+.
The One and Only Ivan by Katherine
Applegate suitable for ages 8+ 9 (available
at Jersey Library).
Gorilla! An Animal Encyclopaedia for Kids by
Prodigy Wizard Books, suitable for ages 8+.

•
•
•

Fiction
The Lorax by Dr Seuss, suitable for ages 6+.
Where the Wild Things are by Maurice
Sendak, suitable for ages 6+.
If I ran the Zoo by Dr Seuss, suitable for ages
8+.
The Gorilla who wanted to grow up by Jill
Tomlinson, suitable for ages 9+.

•
•
•
•

O L D ER READERS
KS3
Paperback non-fiction

•

The Hippo with Toothache by Lucy H
Spelman and Ted Y Mashima, published by
Random House Books.

Heart-warming stories of zoo and wild animals
and the vets who care for them. A beautifully
written book mixing facts into bite-sized pieces
for a relaxing read.

•

My Family and Other Animals by Gerald
Durrell, published by Penguin Books.
Available at Jersey Zoo.

Our founder, Gerald Durrell’s most famous
paperback tells the story of his childhood
adventures growing on the island of Corfu.
This autobiography spans over five years of
childhood fun and escapades of a 10-year-old
Gerald Durrell who was let loose on the island
to peruse his passion of nature. Follow ‘Gerry’
as he learns to love his new island home and
his family learn to cope with Gerry’s evolving
passion for animals.
KS4+
Jambo: A Gorilla’s Story by Richard
Johnstone-Scott, published by Michael
O’Mara Books. Available at Jersey Zoo and
at Jersey Library.

•

A moving tale of Jambo, Jersey Zoos most
famous Gorilla, told by his zookeeper of 15
years – Richard Johnstone-Scott. Not only

does this book follow the daily lives of keepers,
Jambo and his family but it gives insight into
the behaviour of these gentle giants and their
relationship with their keeper, and in Jambo’s
case the public too.

•

The Stationary Ark by Gerald Durrell,
published by Bello.

A remarkable story of how Gerald Durrell set out
to change the face of zoos and save species
from extinction. “In this book I will try to show
you where we have succeeded, where we
have failed and what we hope to achieve in
the years ahead.” Reading this book gave me
a greater appreciation for the work that Gerald
Durrell and the Durrell team has achieved over
the years. This book is perfect for those looking
to start their conservation journey.
Other gorilla themed reads
The Gerald Durrell: The Corfu Trilogy, Three
Classic Tales of Childhood on an Island
Paradise. Included My Family and Other
Animals. By Gerald Durrell. Available at
Jersey Zoo and at Jersey Library.
Primates: The Fearless Science of Jane
Goodall, Dian Fossey, and Biruté Galdikas.
By Jim Ottaviania and Maris Wicks.
In The Kingdom of Gorillas: The Quest to
Save Rwanda’s Mountain Gorillas. By Amy
Vedder, Bill Weber and William Weber.
Gorillas in the Mist. By Dian Fossey. Available
at Jersey Library.
Gorilla. By Ted Gott and Kathryn Weir.
Available at Jersey Library.

•
•
•
•
•

Section 10 – Links and
additional resources
Links
Western Lowland Gorilla studbook for captive gorillas around the world.
http://www.dewarwildlife.org/jrdavis-gorilla-studbook/
Find out which zoos house gorillas around the world.
https://www.zootierliste.de/en/
Listen to a video of Liliane from Cameroon showing us her village.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wL2lPAf7K4Q
Watch how gorilla guardians care for orphaned gorillas in the wild.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pYrj-3kMUHw
Watch Adam the keeper show you a daily gorilla diet.
tps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sXElexI2ku4
Secondary school research for debate on fortress conservation.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=56G9Ag0JMs0

Worksheets and lesson plans
Gorilla Daily Diet
This table shows what each gorilla eats a day. Along the top is the name of the Gorilla.

Classification

Name

Badongo

Bahasha

Kahilli

Kishka

Indigo

Total

Male

Female

Female

Female

6
6
22
5

2
2
6
1

1
1
4
1

1
1
4
1

1
1
4
1

Vegetable
Vegetable

Apples
Pepper
Tomatoes
extra
vegetable
item
Leeks
Cauliflower

Young
male
1
1
4
1

2
1

1
0.5

1
0.5

1
0.5

1
0.5

6
3

Fruit
Vegetable
Vegetable
Vegetable
Vegetable
Fruit
Vegetable

Cucumber
Celery
Parsnip
Swede
turnip
pear
onion

2
1
2
1
2
2
2

1
0.5
1
0.5
1
1
1

1
0.5
1
0.5
1
1
1

1
0.5
1
0.5
1
1
1

1
0.5
1
0.5
1
1
1

6
3
6
3
6
6
6

Vegetable
Other

carrot
5
boiled eggs 3
(thurs and
sun only)
forage feed, 0.2
scoop of
pellet

2
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

13
11

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

1

Fruit
Fruit
Fruit
Vegetable

Other

Here is each gorilla’s diet plan for breakfast, lunch and dinner as well as any snacks or special
treats.
Part of a keeper’s job role is to prepare and give the animals their food. They think of novel and
interesting ways to do this and try to mimic their wild foraging behaviours.

Average day for Badongo
Breakfast - 2 apple, 2 pepper, 6 tomatoes, extra vegetable item
Lunch - 2 leeks, 1 cauliflower, 2 cucumbers, 1 celery, 2 parsnip, 1 swede, 1 turnip
Additional - Mixed greens, Forage, 1/5 scoop each rice/nuts/popcorn/chickpeas/beans, MP
browser pellet
PM - 2 pear, 2 onion, 5 carrots, 1 turnip, 3 boiled eggs (only on Thu & Sun).
Average day for females and young gorillas
Breakfast - 1 apple, 1 pepper, 4 tomatoes, extra veg item
Lunch - 1 leek, ½ cauliflower, 1 cucumber, ½ celery, 1 parsnip, ½ swede, 1/2 turnip
Additional - Mixed greens, Forage, 1/5 scoop of rice/nuts/popcorn/chickpeas/beans, MP browser
pellet
PM - 1 pear, 1 onion, 2 carrots, 1/2 turnip, 2 boiled eggs (only Thu & Sun)
Forage for an extra snack - Hazel, Bamboo, Willow, Sweet Chestnut, Oak and Lime.
They feed themselves on grass and bamboo in the enclosure and other plants seasonally too.
Weights of each gorilla 2018:
Badongo – 191
Bahasha – 112kg
Kahilli – 96.5kg
Kishka - 86kg
Indigo – 60kg
We have created more resources that can be found in your online area at Go Wild Gorillas.
Activities for all ages and abilities.
Topics include geometry, symmetry, gorilla communication, drama, skeletons, photos and more.

Go wilD
gorilla
MASK

Colour in your gorilla mask
Cut out the eye holes
Make holes in the sides and tie a
length of string or elastic to each
side so it holds to your face

Gorilla Guardian ProfilE
Interview with Charles Emogor
Where in the world did/do you work and which
species of gorilla have you worked with?
I worked with the Cross River gorillas (Gorilla
gorilla diehli) in Nigeria for about two years
before starting my Masters at the University of
Oxford. My work, in Nigeria, was at all Cross
River gorilla sites in Nigeria – Afi Mountain
Wildlife Sanctuary, Mbe Mountain Wildlife
Sanctuary and the Okwangwo Division of Cross
River National Park.
What jobs did you do when working with the
gorillas?
My roles included organizing and partaking
in anti-poaching patrols as well as gorilla
monitoring in the Cross River rainforest using the
Spatial Monitoring and Reporting Tool (SMART).
I also took part in conservation education in
schools and communities in and around these
protected areas.
The major threats to the Cross River gorilla
population are habitat loss and fragmentation,

mainly for small-scale agriculture (cocoa and
banana) and hunting. They are also threatened
by disease.
What did you gain from coming to Jersey?
I gained some invaluable skills and knowledge
during the Durrell Endangered Species
Management (DESMAN) Certificate Course
in Jersey. Skills learnt included effective
communication, data analysis and grant writing
which was useful in winning some grant awards.
DESMAN was very focused on saving
endangered species which was of direct
relevance to me because the Cross River
gorillas are currently Critically Endangered. I got
more knowledge on how to effectively monitor
wildlife populations and engage local people
into gorilla conservation.
My time with the gorillas at Jersey zoo was
very useful because I learnt more about gorilla
husbandry as well.

What are your plans for the future?
I plan to pursue a career in academia so
I can train students in the university and
contribute immensely to research. Also, I will
provide technical support to organizations,
and individuals, on issues around biodiversity,
conservation and natural resource
management.
In addition, I plan to make a documentary of
the Cross River gorilla which will raise awareness
for conservation and promote responsible
tourism in Cross River, Nigeria.
Glossary
Ani-poaching patrols – opposing and acting
to prevent poaching by traversing a district
and maintaining security of an area.
Poaching – To trespass for the purpose of
illegally stealing animals and/or plants.
Husbandry – To care and manage animals.
Biodiversity – The biological diversity in an
environment. It is indicated by the number
of different animals, plants, fungi in that
area.

•
•
•
•

Swahili language guide
Around 5 million people speak Swahili as a native language, and a further 50million speak it as a
second lanaguage. Swahili is one of the most widely spoken languages in Africa. It belongs to the
Bantu group of languages from the Nigera-Congo family.
Have a go a pronouncing these words in Swahili and you could even hold a spelling bee to test
your Swahili skills.

English

Swahili

Swahili phonetically

Hello

jambo

jam-boe

Goodbye

kwaheri

kwa-herry

My name is ….

jina langu ni

ji-na lan-goo nee

Gorilla

nyani

nee-ya-nee

Yes

ndiyo

n-dee-yoh

No

hapana

ha-pa-na

Please

tafadhali

ta-fa-dha-lee

Thank you

asante

a-san-tay

Excuse me

samahani

sa-ma-ha-nee

Sorry

pole

poh-lay

1

moja

moh-ja

2

mbili

m-bee-lee

3

tatu

ta-too

4

nne

n-nay

5

tano

ta-noh

6

sita

see-ta

7

saba

sa-ba

8

nane

na-nay

9

tisa

tee-sa

10

kumi

koo-mee

Fruit

tunda

toon-dar

Vegetable

mboga

mor-ga

Tea

chai

ch-iy

Mother

mama

mar-ma

Father

baba

bar-ba

Son

mwana

m-war-na

Daughter

binti

bin-ti

ABOUT DURRELL WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION TRUST
Go Wild Gorillas has been created by Durrell Wildlife Conservation Trust– a world leader in the
conservation and protection of endangered species. Specialising in island conservation and the
training of conservation biologists around the world.
We believe passionately in the power of conservation to save species from extinction and that
every ‘little brown job’, as Gerald would call them - matters and has a place and role on this
planet. We manage breeding programmes for release back to the wild, develop the skills and
tools to conserve species in the wild, train others in animal husbandry and conservation practice,
and communicate important messages to our visitors.
Find inspiration for how you can make a different to the lives of endangered species at
www.durrell.org | @JerseyZoo | @Durrell | E: info@durrell.org| T: 01534 860000
Durrell Wildlife Conservation Trust would like to thank all those who contributed their hard work and
creativity to this Resource Pack.
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